### US-GUIDED JOINT ASPIRATION

- US-GUIDED JOINT ASPIRATION
- US-GUIDED SUPRAPUBIC ASPIRATION
- US-GUIDED LUMBAR PUNCTURE
- DRAINAGE
- US-GUIDED ABSCES DRAINAGE
- PROCEDURE WITHOUT CATHETER

### IMAGE GUIDED FLUID COLLECTION

- PERCUTANEOUS IMAGE GUIDED FLUID COLLECTION
- TRANRECTAL IMAGE GUIDED FLUID COLLECTION

### ULTRASOUND-GUIDED PROCEDURE CODES

- ULTRASOUND, CHEST, B-SCAN (INCLUDES MEDIASTINUM) AND/OR REAL TIME, WITH IMAGE DOCUMENTATION
- ULTRASOUND, EXTREMITY, NON-ARTERIAL, B-SCAN AND/OR REAL TIME, WITH IMAGE DOCUMENTATION
- ULTRASOUND, BREAST, B-SCAN AND/OR REAL TIME WITH IMAGE DOCUMENTATION
- ULTRASOUND, ABDOMEN, B-SCAN AND/OR REAL TIME WITH IMAGE DOCUMENTATION
- ULTRASOUND, RETROPERITONEAL (EG RENAL, AORTA, NODES); B-SCAN AND/OR REAL TIME, WITH IMAGE DOCUMENTATION, TRANSVAGINAL
- ULTRASOUND, PREGNANT UTERUS, REAL TIME WITH IMAGE DOCUMENTATION
- ULTRASOUND, PELVIC (NONOBSTETRIC), B-SCAN AND/OR REAL TIME WITH IMAGE DOCUMENTATION
- ULTRASOUND, PELVIC WALL
- ULTRASOUND, AXILLA
- ULTRASOUND, BLADDER (FUNCTION)
- ULTRASOUND, BLADDER IMAGING
- ULTRASOUND, CARDIAC
- CORE EMERGENCY ULTRASOUND CODES
- FAST: SCAN FOR HEMOPERICARDIUM
- FAST: SCAN FOR PNEUMOTHORAX EVALUATION
- CORE EMERGENCY ULTRASOUND CODES
- UNLISTED ULTRASOUND PROCEDURE (EX, DIAGNOSTIC, Ophthalmic ultrasonic foreign body localization, musculoskeletal imaging, non-imaging studies)
- IMAGING OF BLADDER
- Imaging of bladder, cystography, fluid washout, catheter insertion, needle aspiration (eg, abscess, hematoma, seroma, lymphocele, cyst), percutaneous, includes moderate sedation when used. Must leave catheter in place for drainage. Requires image of site to be localized but does not require image of the needle in site.

### ER GUIDANCE

- USE FOR BLADDER SCANNER, NOT FOR BLADDER IMAGING
- USE FOR BLADDER IMAGING
- USE FOR TISSUE BIOPSY OF LARGE JOINT (E.G., KNEE, ANKLE, DIGITAL INTERPHALANGEAL, ELBOW), NON-ARTERIAL, B-SCAN AND/OR REAL TIME, WITH IMAGE DOCUMENTATION
- USE FOR TISSUE BIOPSY OF LARGE JOINT (E.G., KNEE, ANKLE, DIGITAL INTERPHALANGEAL, ELBOW), ARTERIAL, B-SCAN AND/OR REAL TIME, WITH IMAGE DOCUMENTATION
- USE FOR TISSUE BIOPSY OF LARGE JOINT (E.G., KNEE, ANKLE, DIGITAL INTERPHALANGEAL, ELBOW), TUNNELED CENTRAL VENOUS CATHETER, PLUS CATHETER IN PLACE FOR DRAINEAGE

### NO LIMITED CODE EXISTS.

- USE FOR TISSUE BIOPSY OF LARGE JOINT (E.G., KNEE, ANKLE, DIGITAL INTERPHALANGEAL, ELBOW), NON-ARTERIAL, B-SCAN AND/OR REAL TIME, WITH IMAGE DOCUMENTATION
- USE FOR TISSUE BIOPSY OF LARGE JOINT (E.G., KNEE, ANKLE, DIGITAL INTERPHALANGEAL, ELBOW), ARTERIAL, B-SCAN AND/OR REAL TIME, WITH IMAGE DOCUMENTATION
- USE FOR TISSUE BIOPSY OF LARGE JOINT (E.G., KNEE, ANKLE, DIGITAL INTERPHALANGEAL, ELBOW), TUNNELED CENTRAL VENOUS CATHETER, PLUS CATHETER IN PLACE FOR DRAINEAGE

### ADDITIONAL EMERGENCY ULTRASOUND CODES (RECOMMENDED ADVANCED TRAINING)

- USE FOR TISSUE BIOPSY OF LARGE JOINT (E.G., KNEE, ANKLE, DIGITAL INTERPHALANGEAL, ELBOW), NON-ARTERIAL, B-SCAN AND/OR REAL TIME, WITH IMAGE DOCUMENTATION

### EMERGENCY ULTRASOUND GUIDANCE UPDATE 2015

- USE FOR TISSUE BIOPSY OF LARGE JOINT (E.G., KNEE, ANKLE, DIGITAL INTERPHALANGEAL, ELBOW), ARTERIAL, B-SCAN AND/OR REAL TIME, WITH IMAGE DOCUMENTATION
- USE FOR TISSUE BIOPSY OF LARGE JOINT (E.G., KNEE, ANKLE, DIGITAL INTERPHALANGEAL, ELBOW), TUNNELED CENTRAL VENOUS CATHETER, PLUS CATHETER IN PLACE FOR DRAINEAGE

### MEDICAL DESCRIPTIONS

- USE FOR TISSUE BIOPSY OF LARGE JOINT (E.G., KNEE, ANKLE, DIGITAL INTERPHALANGEAL, ELBOW), NON-ARTERIAL, B-SCAN AND/OR REAL TIME, WITH IMAGE DOCUMENTATION
- USE FOR TISSUE BIOPSY OF LARGE JOINT (E.G., KNEE, ANKLE, DIGITAL INTERPHALANGEAL, ELBOW), ARTERIAL, B-SCAN AND/OR REAL TIME, WITH IMAGE DOCUMENTATION
- USE FOR TISSUE BIOPSY OF LARGE JOINT (E.G., KNEE, ANKLE, DIGITAL INTERPHALANGEAL, ELBOW), TUNNELED CENTRAL VENOUS CATHETER, PLUS CATHETER IN PLACE FOR DRAINEAGE

### ULTRASOUND-GUIDED PROCEDURE CODES

- USE FOR TISSUE BIOPSY OF LARGE JOINT (E.G., KNEE, ANKLE, DIGITAL INTERPHALANGEAL, ELBOW), NON-ARTERIAL, B-SCAN AND/OR REAL TIME, WITH IMAGE DOCUMENTATION
- USE FOR TISSUE BIOPSY OF LARGE JOINT (E.G., KNEE, ANKLE, DIGITAL INTERPHALANGEAL, ELBOW), ARTERIAL, B-SCAN AND/OR REAL TIME, WITH IMAGE DOCUMENTATION
- USE FOR TISSUE BIOPSY OF LARGE JOINT (E.G., KNEE, ANKLE, DIGITAL INTERPHALANGEAL, ELBOW), TUNNELED CENTRAL VENOUS CATHETER, PLUS CATHETER IN PLACE FOR DRAINEAGE

### DESCRIPTION OF SPECIFIC PROCEDURE CODES

- USE FOR TISSUE BIOPSY OF LARGE JOINT (E.G., KNEE, ANKLE, DIGITAL INTERPHALANGEAL, ELBOW), NON-ARTERIAL, B-SCAN AND/OR REAL TIME, WITH IMAGE DOCUMENTATION
- USE FOR TISSUE BIOPSY OF LARGE JOINT (E.G., KNEE, ANKLE, DIGITAL INTERPHALANGEAL, ELBOW), ARTERIAL, B-SCAN AND/OR REAL TIME, WITH IMAGE DOCUMENTATION
- USE FOR TISSUE BIOPSY OF LARGE JOINT (E.G., KNEE, ANKLE, DIGITAL INTERPHALANGEAL, ELBOW), TUNNELED CENTRAL VENOUS CATHETER, PLUS CATHETER IN PLACE FOR DRAINEAGE

### NOTABLE MEDICAL DESCRIPTIONS

- USE FOR TISSUE BIOPSY OF LARGE JOINT (E.G., KNEE, ANKLE, DIGITAL INTERPHALANGEAL, ELBOW), NON-ARTERIAL, B-SCAN AND/OR REAL TIME, WITH IMAGE DOCUMENTATION
- USE FOR TISSUE BIOPSY OF LARGE JOINT (E.G., KNEE, ANKLE, DIGITAL INTERPHALANGEAL, ELBOW), ARTERIAL, B-SCAN AND/OR REAL TIME, WITH IMAGE DOCUMENTATION
- USE FOR TISSUE BIOPSY OF LARGE JOINT (E.G., KNEE, ANKLE, DIGITAL INTERPHALANGEAL, ELBOW), TUNNELED CENTRAL VENOUS CATHETER, PLUS CATHETER IN PLACE FOR DRAINEAGE